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IMPORTANT NOTE TO
SUBSCRIBERS: it is
customary for most lodges to
Meeting Management – Part 2: How to Meet
(Richard H. Ryder, 2017)

refrain from meeting during
July and August, thus
providing ample opportunity

In part one of this meeting management article I described the steps
one should take before holding a meeting, which included the
following: have a clear understanding of what one hopes to
accomplish, why a meeting is necessary, when to hold a meeting,

for members to rest and
refresh themselves. Likewise,
The Maven's Journal will not
be published during these

where to hold a meeting, and who should attend. If you have

months, but will return in

not read part one you may do so via the following link: Meeting

September with interesting

Management – Part 1. This second installment will discuss how to

and thought provoking articles.

hold an effective meeting.

Enjoy the summer and Follow
us on Facebook.

Agenda
The first step is to create a concise, clear, and specific agenda to

This month the Leadership

send to all participants prior to the meeting. This sets the stage for

Series presents part two of the

the meeting and, if done correctly, sets realistic expectations. This

Meeting Management article

step should not be taken lightly. Participants need to know why they

and The Education

are taking time out of their busy schedules and why they should

Series introduces readers to

attend. During the meeting the agenda will help you stay on track

life as an operative mason

and ensure that you accomplish your goals.

during the Middle Ages. Those
seeking the oriental chair will

Here are the key details of the agenda, some of which seem

appreciate The Trestle Board

obvious but are often left out:

article on summer

•

Date (including the day)

preparations for assuming the

•

Location

East..

•

Start and end time

•

Attendees

•

Pre-meeting action items – what to read or bring

•

Agenda items/topics, including a brief description,
name of the person running the topic discussion, start
and end time for the discussion

·
Often, I attend meetings without an agenda. Then, not surprised, I
observe a meeting that wanders through topics that may or may not
be pertinent to the perceived goal. Without a clear understanding of
desired topics or time frames, participants perceive a green light to
add topics to the discussion or wander off into the purgatory of
meaningless digression. Nothing kills a meeting better than not
having an advertised agenda with time frames. The agenda topic
identifies the focus of the discussion; the timeframe reflects the
relative amount of time allocated to the respective discussion.
Click HERE to continue reading.
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Regards,
Wor. Richard Ryder

Masonic Spotlight: MW
Joseph Warren
Richard H. Ryder, 2017

Recently, The Maven’s
Journal spotlighted MW Paul
Revere, Brother William
Dawes, and Samuel Prescott,
all of whom spread the alarm
on April 18, 1775 that “the
regulars are coming”. It was
MW Joseph Warren who

Education Series
Medieval Masons
(Richard H. Ryder, 2017)

selected Brothers Revere and
Dawes and it is only fitting that
Warren also be spotlighted,
especially during June, a
notable month in his short

As Masons, we know the story and lessons of Solomon’s

life. Warren was born June

temple. The historical lineage of modern Masonry dates to medieval

11, 1741 and died June 17,

days when the castles and cathedrals were built by operative

1775, when he gave his life at

masons, edifices that took scores of years to complete. When the

Bunker Hill in defense of the

need for these structures diminished the seeds of speculative

port of Boston. This article

Masonry were sown. It is speculative Masonry that we practice

provides a brief biographical

today. Speculative Masons use the working tools of operative

snapshot of a man who was

masons to impart important lessons that improve us in all our

so instrumental in the forming

roles. But, what was it like to be an operative mason during

of our country, but has sadly

Medieval times? This article will introduce you to life as a mason

faded into the backdrop of

during this period.

history. As Masons, we honor
him as a past Grand Master of

A bell at sunrise and again at sunset demarcated the working day of

Masons in Massachusetts and

operative masons during medieval times. An hour break at lunch

when presenting the Joseph

and a short period in the afternoon for a refreshing drink were the

Warren distinguished service

only opportunities during the day for workers to rest and refresh

medal to a worthy recipient.

themselves. Sundays and holy days brought the only full days of
relief from the toils of construction.

To continue reading
about MW Warren's,click

To continue reading, click HERE

HERE.

Source: The Freemasons – The Illustrated Book of an Ancient Brotherhood,

Sources:

Michael Johnson, 2012

Dr. Joseph Warren – The Boston Tea
Richard Ryder
April, 2016

Party, Bunker Hill, and the Birth of
American Liberty, Samuel A.
Foreman, 2012
Bunker Hill – Nathaniel Philbrick,
2013
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The Master's Trestle Board
"Final Preparations for the East"

The Word
Eavesdropper

(Richard H. Ryder, 2017)

Richard H. Ryder, 2017
In just a few months lodges will hold their installations and a new
Master will assume the East. The Master’s Trestle Board series of

An eavesdropper is a listener,

articles have focused on preparing the Senior Warden for his term

someone who secretly listens

as Master. The accompanying Master’s pre-term timeline indicates

to what is said in private. Not

the summer is an important period for finalizing installation plans

a word peculiar to

and especially the Master’s plan for the ensuing year. It is also

Freemasonry, it once referred

when the Master’s budget needs approval, providing the Master-

to someone who literally stood

Elect sufficient time to align it to his strategy. Finally, the finishing

under the drip from the eaves.

touches of the strategy should be made in preparation for formally

During the Middle Ages, when

announcing it.

communities were small,
English courts used several

The Master’s pre-term timeline shows the sequencing of these final

methods to maintain order and

steps. The heavy work should already be behind you once the

promote local harmony,

summer starts. July – September reflects a period where the I’s are

including punishment for

dotted, the T’s are crossed, authorizations are given, the budget is

eavesdropping.

finalized, and collaboration between the new line officers
begins. Let’s look at four important areas.

According to TheWeek.com,
Anglo-Saxon laws prevented

The Budget

building “too close to the

By now you should have had a second review of the budget, which

border of your land, lest the

will give you confidence that it will support your strategic

rain running off your roof [the

plan. During July and August, you should get formal approval from

eaves drip] mess up your

your finance committee or trustees.

neighbor’s property.
‘Eavesdropper’ became the

The Strategy

word for a person who stands

Your strategy is your success lynchpin. While the budget is being

within range of the eavesdrop

approved and your officers assembled you may not be able to

– too close – in order to listen

officially finalize your strategy, but it should be sound enough by

in on what was going on in the

now to be a working document. With that said you should strive to

house.”

finalize it by the end of August so that you can officially
publicize your strategy to the lodge in September, before the new

The Week.com goes on to

Masonic year begins. Sharing your strategy with members serves

say: “The problem with

two purposes: it informs them about how you plan to lead ‘their’

eavesdropping wasn’t so

lodge and encourages buy-in; it also provides you and your officers

much about notion of rights

a roadmap and framework for success that you can regularly access

and privacy as about people

as a measurement of progress.

who ‘perturbed the peace’ by
using the information they

To continue reading, click HERE.

gained through eavesdropping
to sow discord. Getting the

Richard Ryder

goods on your neighbor might

June, 2017

lead to scolding – verbally
attacking, berating, stirring
things up. Where
eavesdropping might get you
fined, the punishment for
scolding could be much
worse. Repeat scolders might
get dunked in the water on the
‘cucking-stool’ until they were
thoroughly soaked and
humiliated, or made to wear a
‘scold's bridle,’ an iron muzzle
with a spiked gag to keep the
tongue from moving”.

What did he say?
"There are no strangers in
Masonry, only friends you
haven't met."
R.W. William “Bill”
Antonopoulos, Rabboni Lodge

Attract and Retain
"Fraternalism"

Question – is Freemasonry a
charitable or fraternal
organization? Although the
public knows us best for our
charitable work and all
Freemasons are proud of
these contributions of time,
treasure, and talent,
Freemasonry is primarily a
fraternal organization. We are
membership driven and each
lost member or opportunity to
add a member is detrimental
to our existence. So, how do
we best perpetuate our

fraternity? By offering more
than the formality of our
monthly meetings (a.k.a.
communications).
Let’s face it – we are all very
busy and we all appreciate the
lessons imparted during the
degrees. But, it’s the
fraternalism that attracts and
retains members. If you, your
lodge, and your district are not
frequently and creatively
offering fraternalism and
fellowship, then there should
be no surprise if attendance
declines. Fraternal
opportunities are the life blood
of our organization.
Click HERE to continue
reading.
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Coming Attractions

After the summer break.
Masonic Maven will once
again present articles in The
Maven's Journal devoted to
improving leadership and
expanding one's
understanding of
Freemasonry. The Maven's
Journal will replace The
Trestle Board articles with
articles directed toward
the Wardens and will present
articles on how the gothic
structures in Europe were
built. All this and more during
the upcoming Masonic
year. Enjoy your summer!

Want to subscribe?
Click HERE to subscribe to
the email version of The
Maven's Journal. We will
confirm your request and
email your first edition.
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